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some of ihe psvehoanahtic aspecls al the paper.

We apprehend the world through our senses, hut it
is through metaphor that we comprehend it. Unti! re
cently, most literary critica and philosophers have
seen metaphor as rhetorical flourish or disguise. De
spite the fact that metapsychological concepts can he
shown to be metaphorical (Casonato, 199-I), psycho
analvtic theorv relegates metaphor to the slough of
primarv process and identifies it ith either regres
sion or defense. CurrentFv, however. philosophers. lin
guista, cognitise scientists. and some psycho]ogists
are reconsidering the role of metaphor as central to
the way mari eoneeptualizes the umverse. The notion
of metaphor as a cognitive structure is at the core of
cognitive linguistics, and so it is worthwhile for psy
chologists look once again at the role of metaphor in
our theor and clinical practice.

Furthermore, the last twentv vears have hrought
enormous gains in psvchotherapy research niade pos
sible bv using technology lo concentrate on what actu
ally goes on hetween therapist and patient within the
psychotherapy process. Using transcripts of audio
tapes, it is possibh’ to zoom in on microevents occur
ring throughout each hour to track preciseiy the ther
apist’s actions and interpretations, and the patient’s
reactions to these events that often slip by in the
course of ordinary conversation, even in the very pe
culiar, one-sided conversation of the psychotherapy
session. Just as psychoanalysis, itself, offers a meth
odology for looking beneath the surface of ordinarv
speech to expose often unexpected cause and effect
relationships, so [ranscripts of recordings of the psy
chotherapv diaiogue allow the researcher to examine
the processes of interpretation and change that occur
throughout the hour. This technique enables research
ers to judge the efficacy of various kinds of actions
and interpretations, and to tesI hypotheses derived
from differing theories against one another.

Many theories describe psychotherapy as a “talking
cure,” so it is assumed that the inimediate evidence of

change or effects researchers seek is embedded in the
patient’s speech. Because psychotherapy promises a
process far achieving new understanding and change,
and. because metaphor is the form language and
thought take in comprehending something new. this
studv iooks at the patient’s use of metaphor as an in
dication of change. Specificaily, it examines the effect
of interpretations ori the patient’s use of metaphor.

Though currentiy in the iimelight of debate. meta
phor has always held a special position in theories of
thought and language. By understanding one thing in
terrrrs o1 auotiier, metaphor looks at lire urrknown
through the lens of the known; it allows our under
standing lo ieap from the old to the new, and from the
near to the far. Its form is a distillate of creative striv
ing of the mmd stretching to encompass something
new or strange bv seeing il in terms that are fansiliar
or more easily grasped.

So it is proposed that at those ver nìoments when
therapv is working best. and patients are grappling
with new understanding, patients ivili use more met
aphors. Psychotherapy is, after all, a mutual endeavor
by which patient and therapist attempt to wrest a new
reality out of old problems. Those who write about
metaphor teli us that new nsetaphors are capable of
creating new understandings and, therefore. new real
ities (Lakoff, Johnson, 1980). Thus, it should foliow
that the patient’s use of metaphor vill he a sensitive
measure of his or lier response to interpretation in the
therapeutic process. Tracking metaphor aiiows tue re
searcher lo capture that rnoment of change in whicii
the patient reaches out lo grasp at a new idea before it
is even understood.

This research builds on the work carried on by Jo
seph Weiss, Harold Sampson, and the San Francisco
Psychotherapy Research Group ( eiss, Sampson,
1986), who have empiricaily tested many of the major
hypotheses about mental functioning, psychopatholo
gv. and psychotherapv using measures and transcripts
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taken from differing theoretical perspectives and sub
jecting their theories to quantitative analvsis.

In a series of interrelated studies following the sin
gle case repeated-measures design, the SFPRG has
been gathering a growing body of evidence in support
of what is most effective in psvchotherapv. Their re
search demonstrated that independent judges could
identify what the patient was actually working on ach
ieving in therapy (patient’s plan), and then could look
at what kinds of interpretations (pro-plan interpreta
tions) most effectively facilitated his attaining his
goals in therapy (Caston, 1986; Curtis. Silberschatz,
Sampson, Weiss, Rosenberg, 1988; Rosenberg, Sii
berschatz, Curtis, Sarnpson, Weiss, 1986).

Ilowever, there are few enTpìrical studies directly
investigating how metaphor functions in the therapeu
tic process. Most studies linut their examination to a
singie session (e.g., Barlow, H. R. Pollio, Fine, 1977;
11. R. Pollio, Barlow, 1975) or look at a few sessions
from a singie case (H. R. Poilio, Barlow, Fine, J. R.
Poilio, 1977).

These studies atternpted to show a simpie quantita
tive correlation between insight and figurative lan
guage using frequency counts of novel figurative lan
guage and four judges’ clinica1 judgnient of insight
without any systematic prior definition of insight. This
research grew out of the classica! view of metaphor as
a rhetorical flourish. and assumed a distinction
hetween novel metaphors (noticeably original meta
phors) and frozen (metaphors which are in such com
nion use barely recognized as metaphors). Since this
assumption, however, has come under serious ques
tion (Amira. 1982. Pollio et al., 1977, Shell, 1986;
McMuIiin, 1989) and is inconsistent with Lakoff’s
views of metaphor (Lakoff, Johnson. 1980, 1996)
which sees metaphor as a cognitive structure that is
central to our abiiity to reason about the world, the
current study does not distinguish between frozen and
nove! metaphor.

M ETHODS

This study builds on earher research by Weiss,
Sampson, and the San Francisco Psychotherapy Re
search Group that demonstrated rehabie techniques
for constructing pian formulations for tliree patients in
16 session individuai psychotherapy (Curtis et al.,
1988; Rosenberg et al., 1986) which then allowed re
searchers to show the correlations between therapist
interpretations that were consistent with heiping pa
tients achieve the goals identified in these plan for
mulations (hereafter referred to as pro-plan interpreta
tions) and the imniediate effect the therapist’s inter
pretations had on the patient’s insight (Fretter, 1984;
Broitman. 1985), and their abilitv to bring forth re
pressed material in the therapy session, which couid

ultimately be compared with the therapeutic outcome.
This current study took the same three cases with
their previouslv identified case formulations. interpre
tations, process materia!. and outcome correlations to
examine the effect of different types of interpretations
on the patients’use of metaphor.

SU llJ E C IS

Patients volunteered for treatment with the project.
Their acceptance depended upon their being screened
in an intake interview by an independent clinicai eva
iuator and their completing a pre-therapy evaluation
questionnaire. Acceptance criteria were broad: a his
tory of positive interpersonai relationships; no signs of
psychosis, organic brain syndrome, or mentai retarda
tion; no signs of ongoing alcohol or drug abuse; and
no evidence of acute suicidai or homicidai potential.
The patients selected for this study were the same ca
ses previousiy seiected for studies by Fretter, Broit
man (1985), Douglass (1989), and Myers (in 1992).
The patients in ali three cases were diagnosed as hav
ing a dysthymic disorder (American Psychiatric Asso
ciation, 1987), or chronic mild to moderate depres
sion. There was some variability in presenting prob
lems, socioeconomic status. and cultura! background.

A Patieni Plan Formulation was developed and re
hably rated far each case. Outcome data ivere ana
iyzed from a standardized battery of psychotherapy
outcome ineasures. (The battery of outcotne measures
coniprised: a) Target Complaints (Battie et al., 1966),
b) Symptom Check List 90R (SCL 90R) (Derogatis,
Lipman, Rickels, Uhlenhuth, Cove. 1974), c) Globai
Assessment Scale (Endicott, Fleiss, Cohen, 1976). d)
Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) (Overali, Gor
ham, 1962), and e) Overali Change Rating.) An over
all composite outcome score was calculated that com
bined all the individuai outcome measures far each
case, and residualized gain scores, that is, scores
weighted to show variance in the post-score not pre
dicted hy the pre-score (Mintz, Luborsky, Crits-Chris
toph, 1979) were used as a controi for pre-therapy
levels of functioning. The cases represent the full
range of outcomes: Case One (Linda) had an excellent
outcome; Case Two (Gary) had a moderately good out
come; Case Three (Myra) had a poor outcome.

THE RA P15 rS

Patients were randonily assigned to therapists with
no attempt to match patients and therapists. The ther
apists participating in the project ivere psychologists
and psychiatrists with a psychodvnamic orientation
and with at least three vears of clinica1 experience.
They had all been trained in some forni of brief ps

chodynarnic psychotherapy, The therapists were una
ware of the specific research hypotheses and vere not
given anv instructions regarding the treatment except
to carry it out in their usual manner. The patient/ther
apist gender combinations were Case One, male/male;
Case Two, female/male; and Case Three, female/male.

rai: BI{IEF PSYCHOTHERAPY ItESEARCFI I’I{OjECT

Patients vere assigned to therapisis for 16 weeklv
psvchotherapy sessions. Patient One terminateci ther
apy after twelve sessions; the other two completed the
sixteen sessions.

THE MEASUREMENT OF METAI’HOR

The current study employed a modified version of
the training manual developed by Barlow, Kerlin, and
Pollio (1971) designed to teach judges to identify fig
urative language in contexts ranging from therapy in
terviews to children’s compositions hy way of political
speeches. Their manual is composed of a number of
different sections, each section presenting a generai
definition of one or another c!ass of figurative lan
guage.

The origina! training manual was cu!led froni vari
ous Eng!ish and Rhetoric texts ancl describes fourteen
tvpes of figurative language. For the purpose of this
study, the inanual was revised to include only three
types of figurative language, name!v: metaphor, me

tonvmy, and simile. The definitions of some of these
ivere altered to reflect theoretical differences between
Barlow and Lakoff’s ideas of metaphor. The working
definitions for metaphor was understanding and cx
periencing one kind of [hing in terms of another.
(Lakoff, johnson, 1985).

Training consisted of two steps:firs!, nine different
chnica!ly experienced judges were trained to recog
nize metaphor; and second, these judges completed
the practice segments in Barlow’s Training Manual.
The judges vere therapists practicing in the commu
nity or students in a psychology PhD program. The in
structor used definitions and examples froin Barlow’s
Training Manual as ivell as passages frani Lakoff and
Johnson (1985). Judges were instructed to follow Lak
off’s clefinitions. Judges were asked to inclependently
rate four prose passages provicled in the manual. Of
these four passages, two vere literary se!ections, one
was a speech, and one was a transcript of a psvcho
therapv interview.

After each of these selections was rated independ
ently, the nine judges vere asked to talk about their
ratings and to discuss differences. Raters were trained
to recognize nietaphor. Even such a familiar figure as
“falling in love” was identified as a metaphor by jud

ges after training. This study assumes that metaphor
is powerful especially when it is so automatic as to be
nearlv unconscious (Lakoff, Turner, 1989).

Once they conipleted their training, and once all
the judges agreed on their rating of these passages
over 60% of the time, they ivere given transcribed,
randomly arranged, pre — and post — interpretation
segments of patient speech and asked to judge these
segments independentiy of each other. To correct for
fatigue, each judge was given the transcript shuffled
in different order. Rater’s judgments were tallied, and
each metaphor was coded and compared to check far
reliability.

All metaphors chosen were included in the data.
Previous studies used a rating schema that included
judges discussing their choices after the fact, and hy
this means the)’ achieved highly satisfactory reliabili
ty. In Pollio and Barlow’s study (1975) judges looking
at patients’transcripts found that they did not agree on
about 10% of the totai items rated; but of the remain
ing 90% or so did agree about 85% of the time. The
current study did not depend on any discussion
between during rating or after-the-fact. Any discrep
ancies between judges were examined statistically
with the understanding that some people may just be
“better” metaphor hunters. In fact, one judge did have
a harder time identifying metaphors, and he is includ
ed but noted as ‘an oddball’.

HV t’ora i•:ss

The foliowing hypotheses are proposed basecl on
the predictions of the theories and findings frani pre
vious research:

Hpoihesis I: Il wiIl be possible far judges Io identify nìet—
aphor reliably according Io a contemporary clelinition of
metaphor. (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980).

Hpotìiesis 2: Because metaphor is a basic, creative s[ruc
turing of thought especialiy used in comprehending new
ideas or experiences, and because the use of metaphorical
language reflects this, il is predicted that there ivili be an
imniediate positive shift in the patient’s use of metaphor foi
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pothesis that there would be an immediate positive
shift in the use of metaphor after pro-plan interpreta
tion. While the number of metaphors increased after a
pro-plan interpretation, its proportion to total word
count remained the sarne.

Hypothesis 1: Identifying Metaphor
The eorreiatìons between pairs of judges ranged from. 46

to. 82 in the three cases. li turned out that one judge just
wasn’t very good at identifying fìgures of speech. Eliminat
ing the one .46 “odd-ball” judge produced agreements of.
76 for Myra;. 67 for Linda; and. 71 for Gary in choosing to
tal figures of speech. Earlier studies had employed post hoc
discussions to raise the agreement rate above. 70.

Hypothesis 2: Frequency of Metaphor
The investigation looked at the relationship between the

frequency of patients’use of metaphors and pro-plan inter
pretation. The total frequency of metaphorieal expressions
increased from pre-interpretation to post-interpretation in
two out of the three cases (Gary and Myra went up; Linda
went down).

Furthemiore, thiere was a positi e shift in the number of
metaphors from the pre-interpretation segments to posi-in
terpretation segments, and this shift was, indeed, reiated to
the plan fullness or suitability of the interpretation. Myra,
showed a highly significant (to the. 001 level of prohabiiity)
relationship between pro-pian interpretation and use of met
apbor. For each separate judge the total figurative language
count increased following pro-pian interpretations. The
average ratings for all the three judges show significant rela
tionships between pro-pian interpretations and the total
number of metaphors. Metaphor as related io the pian fuli
ness (how pro-plan they were) of interpretation io a degree
that approached significance for the three judges’average
rating, and for one of the individuai judges. In other words,
in two out of three cases, the better the inierpretation, the
more metaphors.

Oniy Linda, whose metaphor ievel decreased after inter
pretations, did not show a significant reiationship between
pro-pian interpretation and use of metaphior.

In these three cases, however, the patient who had the
highest overali word count was Myra, and she used the few
est metaphors per hundred words (about half as many as
Gary or Linda). Gary had the lowest overail word count (he
ieft therapy eariy), but bis metaphor frequency was higher.
Linda who had a iower word count than Myra used over
twice as many metaphors per hundred words as she did.
Metaphor rate varied between subjeets, possibiy as a perso
nal characteristic.

In fact, what held constant, however, was the pro
portion of metaphor per hundred words for each per
son. Even though there was a shift toward a larger
word count after pro-plan interpretation, the per
centage of metaphor remained about the saine for
each patient. Metaphor rate per hundred words held
steady throughout the therapy for each patient with
Myra averaging around 3%; and Gary and Linda aver
aging about 6% metaphors per hundred words.

These percentages of metaphors in speech turned

out to be consistent with how successful the therapy
was. Therapy outcomes were anaiyzed from a standar
dized battery of psychotherapy outcome measures
(Target, Compiaints, Battie et al., 1966); Symptom
Check List 90R (Derogatis, Lipman, Rickels, Uhlen
huth, Cove, 1974) Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale
(Overall. Gorham, 1962); and Overall Change Rating).
Myra who had the ieast successful outcome got the
fewest heipful interpretations, and, though she talked
more than the others, she used half as many meta
phors per one hundred words than the other two.
When she did get a pro-plan interpretation, though,
her metaphor use increased significantly.

Linda and Gary had more successful therapies.
Their therapists made more pro-plan interpretations,
they had a better outcome, and Linda and Gary used
twice as many metaphors per hundred words than
Myra.

WORD COUNT

A surprising and serendipitous finding was that
there was a significant positive shift in word count af
ter pro-plan interpretation in one of the three cases
and a positive shift approaching significance in an
other. This shift raises some interesting possibilities.
It might be the case that patients think more after
they get a helpful interpretation and thus use more
metaphors, or useful interpretation might free the pa
tient io make more associations in the material or
come up with new memories. It might also be the case
that after a misleading interpretation a patient would
have trouble talking or pursuing a continuous train of
thought. The patient would say a word or two in re
sponse to an unhelpful interpretation, but then trail
off, or fall into silence, or skip from subject to subject.
The therapist might be prone io offer another interpre
tation to fili the silence, and so the length of each seg
meni might be determined io some degree by the ef
fectiveuess of the previous interpretatiun.

The increase of number of words may be a function
of the patients’use of metaphor, and trying to tease the
rate of metaphor apart from word count may be mis
sing a complex relaiionship between metaphor and
word couni. A pro-plan interpretation may free the pa
tient up or stimulate inetaphor use, which resulis in
more talking. If the segmenis vere chosen solely by
length (i.e., not influenced by conient or context), it
would be easier io make usefui inferences about the
apparent shift in word count or metaphor after pro
plan interpretation.

However, the powerful correlation beiween pro
plan interpretation and shift in word count requires
sonse thought about the composition of the segments
themselves.

SFGMFNT SIA LCTION ANI) COMPOSITION

Other siudies (Silberschatz et al, 1986; Broitman,
1985) using these same patient segments described
the segments as representing approximately three or
five minutes of patients’speech. (Some accommoda
tion nas made for completing a single idea, or some
segments vere cut short by other interpretaiions).
These segments were chosen by looking at the typed
transcript and estimaiing lengih: trying tu pick uni
form segments but ultimately choosing by the consis
tency of the conient as well as by the lengih of the
speech segment. Each segment nas continued until
the end of an idea, discontinued at a turning point
from one ihought to another, or ended because il was
interrupted by a new interpretaiion. (Personal Com
munication, G. Silberschatz, 1993). There is quite a
disparity between length of segments: in Gary’s case,
for instance, the lengths range from under 30 io near
ly 300 words.

Because the length of each segment was influenced
by both the content and context of each unii of pa
tient’s speech, the coherence of the paiieni’s and ther
apist’s thought influenced the length of the passage.
These qualities of the patient’s thought (perhaps relai
ed to meiaphor use), and consisiency of therapist’s in
ierpretation (interrupiing one line of inquiry with an
other) may have affected the lengih of the passage

The resulis of this study do not atiest io a simple
relationship between interpretation and metaphor: the
raw resuits pomi to an increase in metaphors after in
terpretation, and inay indicate ihat pro-plan interpre
tation has a significani effect on the use of metaphor
ical expressions and word count, and this is, in itself,
a curious and useful finding.

IMI’l ICA [IONS I OR I 1RTHtR STtJDY

Though this study found a remarkable consisiency
in the metaphor rate within each of the three cases.
the sampie was too smail io make any over-arching
predictions. It would be inieresiing io sec if the rate of
metaphor use remained constant in oiher cases, and if
there were some way io use metaphor as a shift of
thought measure.

We concur, however, with McMullen’s suggestions
(1983) that the most fruitfui direction in siudying mci
aphor is look beyond mere frequency rates to a more
complex analysis of conteni. 11cr suggesiions involve
comparing the use of novel meiaphor in successful
and unsuccessful therapy io see if paiienis use meta
phor differenily in cases of varying ouicome.

One idea for a study is io look ai the use of meta
phor throughout an entire therapy io sec if ihere is
any relation between metaphor and insight2. li would
be inieresting io analyze the use of meiaphors

ihroughoui eniire therapies to sec if there is any
change or development in the meiaphors themselves.
In perusing one case ii seemed thai there nere clus
ters of meiaphors nhich looked like variations on a
theme. For insiance: t’ti Sii Ck il!Y HINDS IRE T1ED; i

HOLD 1!YSELF luCA; lE I LET IIYSELF GO, lfJ. [lE A l.00SE

CI ‘O ; [ti uUT OP CO TRUL. In the example the mcl—
aphors are related bui aiso show an evolution. They
share properiies of expressing the concept of con
straini bui as the metaphors progress they contain ad
ditional eiements of agency and causahty. Along this
line, it would be important io sec if the clusiers of
ineiaphor use are relaied io either the pathogenic be
liefs or plan formuiations ihat have been established
by the SFPRG. Furihermore, ii would be extremely
valuable to try and integrate psychotherapy research
techniques wiih the research methods from contempo
rary cngniiive linguisiics. Perhaps ii would be possi
ble io analyze the metaphors and iheir eniailmenis in
a manner useful io iherapists.
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Notes
Sinte this stud examined frequency of metaphor, it was overtly
sensitive tu the issue of word count and so corrected far it. Becau
se the length of each segment ma be influenced by the content of
the segment, other researchers may need tu be auare that the seg
meni,, themselves rnight inlpact un their measurement. In other
studies, using qualitative rating seales, it might be harder tu de-
termine how much of the raters’ judgment ‘sas influenced hy the
lrequency of the phenomenon under examination shich might be
influenced i))’ word count.

2 Barloss et al. (1977) and Pollio et ai. (1977) attempted this c ompa
ri.son sith a rather base definition of insight. Since then, there ba
ve been other studies of the progress of insight in therapy shich
empio> more ciearly defined parameters (Broitman, 1985; EdeI
stein, 1992).
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